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Over the years, India's tech talent pool has attracted global tech companies to set up tech captive
entities in India. With its enormous talent pool, innovation, cost competitiveness, high price-quality ratio,
India is a hub to many global magnates for outsourcing their software developmental needs. Most Indian
counterparts of foreign headquartered enterprises are, therefore, captive development centres to which
the foreign parent/ group companies ie Associated Enterprise (AE) outsource operations of software
development, research and development, software testing, etc, of group products often designed and
manufactured by the foreign AEs. Uncertainties around tax matters and tax litigations have, however,
filled companies doing business in India, with trepidation. Once such litigious matter which has recently
gained traction revolves around the taxability of goods imported by Indian captives (Indian AE or
taxpayer) from their foreign group companies on Free of Cost or loan basis (FoC) under Section 28(iv) of
the Income Tax Act, 1961 (IT Act).

In the last few years, India Inc has witnessed that tax positions which have, for long, been a squabble
before courts are put to rest by bringing necessary legislative amendments and clarifications through the
Finance Bill or subsequent circulars and notifications. With Budget 2023 round the corner, taxpayers are
hopeful that the Finance Minister, in her continued endeavour to reduce litigations, would clear some air
on the vast realm of applicability of clause (iv) of Section 28 of the IT Act which in turn would help
determine taxability of FoC assets as well.

Taxability of FoC assets – A bone of contention

The multiplicity and complexities of international transactions between foreign AE and their India
captives coupled with the overall objective of meeting global standards, comes with the need to facilitate
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inter se operations between group entities in an integrated manner. To ensure that Indian captives have
the required resources for carrying out software development/ testing activity and to ensure that
software developed by Indian AE is commensurate with hardware developed by foreign AE, certain
assets/ equipments which are generally hardware prototypes of group products are sent on FoC basis to
the Indian AE. Software modules developed by the India captives need to be tested on such hardware to
ensure that the performance adheres to required specifications and performance quality standards of
group products. Indian AE holds such FoC assets in the capacity of bailee and legal ownership of the
assets remains with the foreign AE. Such FoC assets earmarked for specific projects are usually
re‑exported back to foreign AE pursuant to project completion or at times, scrapped or discarded in India.

A question arises on whether in the aforesaid arrangement of import of assets on FoC basis, is there any
benefit derived by the Indian entity as contemplated within the ambit of Section 28(iv) of the IT Act and
consequently, whether the value of such benefit would be liable to tax as business income of Indian AE.

Section 28(iv) of the IT Act provides that the value of any benefit or perquisite received by a taxpayer in
the course of its business, whether convertible into money or not, is to be taxed as business income.
Thus, monetary benefits arising from business are not covered within the ambit of Section 28(iv) of IT
Act. The Supreme Court (SC) in the case of Mahindra and Mahindra Ltd[1] had ruled that Section
28(iv) of IT Act can be invoked only when the benefit or perquisite is in a form other than money. The
scope of Section 28(iv) of the IT Act is wide and covers within its ambit, any non-monetary benefit or
perquisite derived by a taxpayer during the course of its business. Given this, the taxability of import of
FoC assets as benefit or perquisite in the hands of the Indian AE leaves the door ajar for debate. The
contention of taxability of assets imported on FoC basis from AE was first raised before Bangalore Income
Tax Appellate Tribunal (ITAT) in the case of Brocade Communications[2], but the matter was not
adjudicated in detail, as additions under Section 28(iv) of IT Act would have resulted in enhanced profits
on which taxpayer was eligible to claim tax holiday under Section 10A of IT Act.

Taxmen's Assertions

The issue of whether FoC assets are taxable under Section 28(iv) of IT Act has arisen in cases where
Indian AE books revenue from its foreign AE for services that are compensated on a cost plus mark-up
basis. The Revenue Authorities contest that, had the Indian AE procured such assets from a third party,
depreciation on such assets would have formed a part of the cost base and mark-up on the same would
have been applied resulting in increase in taxable profits of the Indian AE and consequent tax incidence
in India. In lieu of the above loss of revenue on account of importing assets on FoC basis from a foreign
AE, value of such assets is considered as a benefit conferred by foreign AE on the taxpayer and
accordingly taxed in the hands of the Indian AE under Section 28(iv) of the IT Act.

The Revenue Authorities also term the arrangement as a gift and contend that where the Indian entity
requires assets for doing its business, it could very well procure such assets from its own capital or profit
or reserves. Also, it is argued that the value of FoC assets is a consideration in kind for the services
rendered by the taxpayer to its foreign AE. Basis the above, the Revenue Authorities seem to have
adopted a view that the value of FoC assets received by Indian AE is a 'benefit' arising from business and
taxable as business income in the hands of the Indian taxpayer.  

Taxpayers' Contention

Taxpayers' maintain that FoC assets are sent by foreign AEs for limited purpose of performing software
development and testing activities, and post completion of testing activities, the FoC assets are either re-
exported back to foreign AE or destroyed/ scrapped where the asset is damaged or reduced to an
insignificant value. These hardware prototypes are supplied by foreign AE just to ensure that software
modules developed by the taxpayer are compatible to group products and also for testing whether these
prototypes would function as expected once they go into production and get released as final products.
Such testing activities forming a crucial component of intercompany services agreement, hence, enables
the taxpayer to carry out necessary modifications in the software modules developed or alternatively,
suggest tweaks in the hardware to the foreign AE manufacturing the product, if required. Additionally,
legal ownership of FoC assets always remain with the foreign AE and the same are not capitalised in the
books of Indian entity. Therefore, there is no 'benefit' that accrues to the taxpayer from such FoC assets.
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Other plausible contentions in support of the taxpayer

The term "income" has to be construed as "real income" earned by taxpayer, and not a hypothetical or
notional income. Based on principles laid down by the Supreme Court (SC) in Excel Industries[3] and
various judicial precedents[4], real income is said to accrue if (i) income is due, (ii) there exists a
corresponding liability on other party to pay such sum, (iii) benefits must have been realized by the
taxpayer considered from a realistic and practical point of view. In case of import of FoC assets, it is
evident that no real income is accrued to the taxpayer, as the assets have been received for certain
specific functions (ie testing activities) and are returned post completion of testing activities. Accordingly,
import of FoC assets which are subsequently re-exported on an "as-is basis" should not be taxable under
the IT Act.

In a scenario, where the foreign AE were to engage a third-party services provider for provision of such
testing services, the foreign AE would be obligated to share prototypes of its hardware equipments on
FoC basis for the purpose of obtaining testing services, as no third-party service provider would be in a
position to procure specific equipments (as per the foreign AE's specifications) on its own account.
Accordingly, it would be the responsibility of foreign AE to provide such equipments without a charge in
order to ensure that software development modules are being tested appropriately by service provider in
India, before being delivered to them. Hence, there is a commercial rationale behind providing the assets
on FoC basis and, in general, there is no motive to circumvent any taxes to be paid in India.

Where the assets imported are "capital in nature", based on judicial precedents[5], it could also be
argued that capital items cannot be taxed under Section 28(iv) of IT Act. However, certain clauses under
Section 28 of IT Act provide for taxation of items that are capital in nature, say clause (va) which provides
for taxation of non-compete fee and clause (vii) which provides for taxation of any sum received on
account of capital assets where the expenditure on such asset has been allowed as deduction under
Section 35AD of IT Act. Hence, the argument that FoC assets being capital in nature and thereby not
taxable under Section 28(iv) of IT Act may not hold waters before the Appellate Authorities.

Where the taxpayer has entered into Advanced Pricing Agreement (APA) to arrive at the Arm's Length
Price (ALP) of the software development services and the Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) excludes
the value of FoC assets from the operating cost base, one could still argue that the Assessing Officer (AO)
in such case cannot proceed to make an addition under Section 28(iv) of IT Act. Also, in case of entities
being remunerated on a cost plus basis which includes charges for software testing activities, whether
the AO is empowered to make a separate corporate tax adjustment for FoC assets under Section 28(iv) of
IT Act to compensate for the lower operating cost base would be iffy, as determination of ALP is the
domain of the Transfer Pricing Officer and not the AO.  

Jurisprudence

The Bangalore Income Tax Appellate Tribunal (ITAT) in the case of Marvell India[6] has held that, since
the taxpayer was unable to establish that the equipments taken on loan basis from parent company have
been re-exported with the help of cogent material on record, it cannot be held that no benefit accrued to
the taxpayer in the form of equipment received on FoC basis. In the said case of Marvell India (supra),
the ITAT granted partial relief to the extent the taxpayer furnished details/ documents of imports and
corresponding re-exports of FoC assets.

Successively, in a similar matter, the Bangalore ITAT in the case of Hewlett-Packard[7] observed that
the request for FoC assets is raised by the Indian entity for the purpose of completing testing activity.
The assets imported on FoC basis by the taxpayer were used in testing services provided by the
taxpayers to its AE thereby deriving the benefit of rendering billable services to AE. Therefore, Bangalore
ITAT upheld that taxpayer derives a benefit from goods imported on FoC or loan basis and the same is
required to be offered to tax as income under Section 28(iv) of IT Act. However, the ITAT concluded that
the entire value of assets imported on FoC basis cannot be said to be the benefit derived under Section
28(iv) of the IT Act and remanded the matter back to the AO to ascertain the value of benefit.
Nonetheless, the ITAT has not provided any guidance on the manner/ basis of determining value of
benefit and has neither commented upon what could constitute "relevant details" to be submitted by the
taxpayer.
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In both of these rulings, the root cause for the ITAT to uphold that there is a benefit derived by taxpayer
from FoC asset was insufficiency of documentary evidence to substantiate the fact that assets were re-
exported, post completion of the testing activities in India. Hence, robust documentation is indispensable
to establish that no benefit is received from such FoC assets, so that the taxpayer is ringfenced from the
risk of taxability of FoC assets under Section 28(iv) of IT Act.

Documentation – A Game Changer

While the Indian recipient entity, in most cases, do not record the FoC equipments as a part of their block
of assets or may not report import of FoC assets as an international transaction in the Accountant's
report (Form 3CEB), as ownership lies with their foreign counterparts, it is important to correspondingly
examine the accounting treatment of such FoC assets in the books of the foreign party at the time of (i)
export of such assets, (ii) during the usage of the same for testing purposes in India and (iii) on receipt of
assets post completion of testing activities in India.

Based on jurisprudence, it is imperative for the taxpayer Indian entity to maintain documentation to
corroborate its claim that FoC assets are used for limited purpose of testing and are re-exported post
completion of such activities in India. Below is an indicative[8] list of documents that could be maintained
by the Indian taxpayer to substantiate the arguments on non-taxability under Section 28(iv) of the IT Act:

Intercompany service agreement clearly capturing the arrangement of movement of FoC assets
(ie import and re-export) for the purpose of software development and testing activities
One-to-one mapping of assets imported on FoC basis with subsequent re-exports made by the
Indian entity
All documents relating to imports and corresponding re-exports of FoC goods including invoice
raised by the foreign AE on the taxpayer, BoE copies, shipping documents (air waybill, shipment
advice, etc), certificate from Customs Authorities for clearance of goods, import and re-export
certificate issued by STPI/SEZ, if applicable, de-bonding related documents, if any. These
documents (to the extent feasible) should reflect the purpose of assets being imported into India
ie assets are imported on FoC/ loan basis for carrying out testing activities in India.
Copy of Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) document, if any, laying down the requisition
processes and the activities to be conducted by Indian taxpayer as part of the testing procedures.
It is pertinent that the SOP substantiates that assignment of FoC assets for testing purpose to the
taxpayer and re-exporting of the same, is initiated by foreign AE
Copies of test observation reports, if any, issued by the Indian taxpayer to its foreign AE,
containing its findings and recommendations pursuant to carrying out testing activities on such
FoC assets in India
Documentary evidence that the assignment of FoC assets for testing purpose to the taxpayer and
re-export of the same, is initiated by foreign AE on its behest
Letter of confirmation by the foreign AE stating that the prototype hardware equipments provided
on FoC/ loan basis are recorded/ capitalised in their books and the ownership of such loaned
assets does not pass on to Indian recipient at any point in time ie the assets are held by India AE
in the capacity of bailee, at all times. An added point of emphasis could be a confirmation that
such FoC assets continue to remain capitalised, correspondingly in the books of the foreign AE
during the period such FoC assets are in India for testing purposes and post its re-export back.

With respect to the subject matter in question, the legal contentions predominantly derive strength from
the facts established and the documentation endorsing the same. Hence, it is crucial to maintain and
produce adequate documentation before the Revenue and Appellate Authorities.

Adverse scenario – Ambiguity on valuation mechanism

The provision of the IT Act or the Rules framed thereunder, do not provide a valuation mechanism to
evaluate the value of benefit or perquisite under Section 28(iv) of the IT Act. While the Bangalore ITAT in
the case of Hewlett-Packard (supra) has concluded that the entire value of the FoC asset cannot be
considered to be 'benefit derived', it has not provided a valuation mechanism to determine the value of
benefit derived from FoC assets. Section 194R of the IT Act inserted vide Finance Act, 2022 which deals
with tax on benefit or perquisite in respect of business or profession also does not provide any valuation
mechanism to determine the value of benefits in kind. Moreover, the salient question is whether the
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value of benefit could be taxed in a single year or needs to be spread across the period of effective usage
of FoC asset. Overall, there is no clarity currently regarding the valuation of such category of non-
monetary benefits under the provisions of the IT Act.

The Revenue Authorities could adopt multiple ways to compute the value of benefit in the context of FoC
assets. The value of benefit could be quantified on the basis of charge of tax depreciation in the relevant
financial year depending on the period of utilisation of FoC assets or a mere straight lining over such
period, on the premise that the taxpayer would have capitalised the asset and incurred depreciation cost,
if the same were bought from a third party. Alternatively, they may seek to consider a percentage of
revenue earned by the taxpayer or percentage of the value of FoC assets as the value of benefit or adopt
any other method, based on the available jurisprudence. Nevertheless, where the FoC assets are
considered as capital in nature and corresponding depreciation and related mark-up is considered as the
benefit, the claim of depreciation on the value of FoC assets should be allowed against the taxable
income of the Indian AE. Be that as it may, taxpayers would find themselves hanging by a thread on this
alternate claim.

Expectations from Budget 2023

The issues surrounding the taxation of imported FoC assets under Section 28(iv) of the IT Act are
multi‑faceted from the question of taxability to the ambiguity on valuation mechanism. Albeit, courts
have laid emphasis on documentation, it could be challenging to track the import and re-export related
data as the FoC assets are not recorded/ capitalised in the books of the Indian entity. Interestingly, while
courts have made the subject matter predominantly a question of fact, the underlying issue whether
import of FoC assets tantamount to benefit or perquisite, is in itself not quite clear. Also, there is no
clarity whether the FoC assets which are subsequently destroyed or scrapped could be considered as a
benefit for the Indian taxpayer or not. Lack of guidance around valuation mechanism and claim of
depreciation where the benefit or perquisite (if so concluded) is a capital asset, has also put taxpayers on
the fence.

With evolving developments and convolutions in the judicial world, taxpayers are looking forward to the
Budget 2023, to allay their concerns around application of Section 28(iv) of IT Act. Many ambiguities
joined in matrimony with the introduction of Section 194R by Finance Act, 2022 which is worded similar
to Section 28(iv) of IT Act and imposes a TDS obligation on benefits or perquisites provided in respect of
business or profession. Though, the newly inserted Section was complemented by issuance of CBDT
circulars which clarified some issues, given its wide ambit, murkiness around the provision sustains which
could impact interpretations around applicability of Section 28(iv) of IT Act as well. Clear definition of
terms "benefit" and "perquisite", explicit valuation mechanisms, clarity on applicability of the Sections
on capital items, amongst others, could bring relief to taxpayers juggling with interpretational
turbulences.
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